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1 Introduction

This special issue focuses on web-based research networks (WBRNs) and learning communities. WBRNs provide advantages of anytime anyplace participation by researchers, their informants and, potentially, other stakeholders. Web-based learning communities (WBLCs) also bring together dispersed individuals by means of suitable technology. However, in this case, their aim is to develop vocational or academic understanding collaboratively. The purpose of this special issue is not so much to identify the technology, but to share lessons learnt regarding the pedagogies, management models and modus operandi which have demonstrable potential to enhance the future of such communities.

The guest editors are The iPED Research Network (www.coventry.ac.uk/iPED). iPED stands for ‘inquiring pedagogies’ and encapsulates the idea of higher education
research in a multi-media age. An exemplar of a WBRN and, to a lesser extent, a WBLC, it is active in facilitating research into teaching, learning and leading underpinned by international interaction amongst practice-based scholars, academic developers, innovators and managers. Since its establishment in 2005, iPED has benefited from the participation of several hundred colleagues from around the world. The iPED community has developed through the ‘space of flows’ (Castells et al., 2007) as its members’ communication networks have provided continuously expanding information-sharing opportunities and new potential participants. iPED values diversity whilst aspiring to reconcile the differences which its members may perceive, such as home discipline or favoured research methodology. From its inception in 2006, the international iPED annual conference has taken an inclusive stance which encourages early career researchers and supports those who are economically or geographically disadvantaged to participate alongside more established colleagues. iPED’s efforts to engage far-flung participants as easily as those co-located have been assisted by the gradual adoption of web-based conference applications for authors, peer-reviewers, delegates and virtual participants. The not insignificant costs of this technical, administrative and academic infrastructure are borne in order to develop collaborative opportunities. While recognising the competitive pressures on both individuals and institutions in the global academy (Clouder et al., 2009); iPED strives for mutual benefit rather than academic rivalry (Becher and Trowler, 2001).

iPED’s other activities include the collaborative production of research outputs; the initiation, management and evaluation of pedagogical research projects; consultancy, mentoring and training for pedagogical researchers; and international dissemination through conferences and journals. These diverse endeavours have led iPED to be described as a ‘meta-community’, that is, a community of communities, which each exhibit the key attributes of communities of practice: joint enterprise, shared repertoires, negotiated realities and mutual engagement (Wenger, 1998). iPED is not unusual in finding the successful creation of such communities to be challenging when the timescales are tight, and participant background and motivation is diverse (Lawrence, 2006) However, iPED considers its composite communities to be valuable as spaces where individuals may develop their academic identity and the personal autonomy which may otherwise be under threat (Clegg, 2008). These WBLCs also provide the means through which to develop the ‘useful knowledge’ so necessary to academic careers and research-group validity (Boulton and Lucas, 2008). Finally, these iPED-hosted communities, though often transient and ad hoc, provide the ‘texture and heterogeneity, which are integral to creativity’ [Hanisch and Churchman, (2008), p.430].

The individual members of the editorial team have been recruited from amongst the iPED research network, having been active as conference presenters, peer reviewers or facilitators. Despite different disciplinary backgrounds, nationalities and research profiles, we share a common interest in using a web-based approach to build effective communities. Our experiences in undertaking this editorial process have mirrored so many other emergent web-based communities where goodwill and compromise overcome technical, spatial and temporal barriers (Deepwell and King, 2009).

iPED concurs with the view that web-based collaboration between higher education institutions and other partners will continue to increase for both learning and research (Broughan, 2009). We present this selection of contributions as a helpful resource to those involved in such initiatives.
2 The papers

Rhona Sharpe and Jenny Mackness: ‘Evaluating the development of a community of e-learning researchers: from short-term funding to sustainability’.

Our peer reviewers found this a ‘tale worth reading’. It examines the all too familiar challenges facing WBRNs once initial funding has ended. The authors’ extrapolation from the distinction between emergent and project-centric communities was felt to be important. One reviewer noted that there are ‘few published descriptions of the birthing of legitimate communities of practice from people struggling together to improve a new or emerging practice. In this story, the transition point may be where the group moves from funded, semi-closed community to a more porous and inclusive community beyond funded members’.

Giustina Secundo and Francesca Grippa: ‘Designing, managing and assessing a Web 2.0 learning community to enhance inquiry based learning’.

Our reviewers felt this to be a most engaging paper which presents an intriguing model and research design. It considers the paradox involved in designing an integrated management model of a Web 2.0 learning community when Web 2.0 networks are generally associated with the emergence of participant driven activity which is inherently unmanageable. Of particularly interested is the way that learning processes were explicitly linked with the tools intended to support them, and the actions of tutors and students in using them.


This paper explores an exemplar of the inquiry-based learning models which Secundo and Grippa have outlined. It describes an innovative project that our reviewers considered to be applicable to a number of disciplines. ‘The question is whether the wiki can truly become a living resource that sustains a strong community of practice’.


This paper questions the question of the role of leadership in WBLCs. ‘The topic is not one of the technical side of online or web-based learning, but rather that of the human side of making the transition to online delivery. The topic is important. … a valuable presentation to those directing distance and online programmes’.

Simone Staiger-Rivas, Alessandra Galié, Bernhard Hack, Maria Alexandra Jorge, Vanessa Meadu, Florencia Tateossian, Gauri Salokhe and Nancy White: ‘Learning to share knowledge for global agricultural progress’.

Peer reviewers highlighted the valuable lessons that the paper identifies for international organizations wishing to design and engage in online collaborative processes. The approach was felt to be transferable to other non-governmental organizations, ‘what I found interesting was the possible application of the web-based discussion forum out of the realm of the technologically literate into the realm of the user – in this case farmers, or their representatives’.
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